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An Unforgettable Christmas He doesn't remember his past, but could she have a future with him? Angie Lopez, a widowed mom, works hard at
Singleton’s Jewelers. Sam Singleton, her often-irritating boss, hardly does anything besides work. He doesn’t spend time with friends and family, even
around the holidays. That’s why Angie’s the one who winds up taking care of him when a head injury leaves him with amnesia. As Sam attempts to
remember who he is, he learns about the luxurious but empty life he leads…and he’s not impressed. Meanwhile, Angie sees a new side of him as he shares
Christmas traditions with her, her son Pepe, and her extended family. Angie shares touching, emotional moments with Sam. But if he gets his memories
back, what will happen to her heart? This heartwarming holiday romance includes a free Hallmark original recipe for Arroz Con Pollo (Chicken and
Rice.)"
Unforgettable You “100 percent unforgettable.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Part mystery, part study of the human heart, and one pierced with
rays of hope.” —Booklist (starred review) “A big-hearted adventure about coming home.” —Publishers Weekly A ten-year-old girl is determined to find her
missing neighbor, but the answers lead her to places and people she never expected—and maybe even one she’s been running away from—in this gorgeous
debut novel that’s perfect for fans of The Thing About Jellyfish. Guinevere St. Clair is going to be a lawyer. She was the fastest girl in New York City. She
knows everything there is to know about the brain. And now that she’s living in Crow, Iowa, she wants to ride into her first day of school on a cow named
Willowdale Princess Deon Dawn. But Gwyn isn’t in Crow, Iowa, just for royal cows. Her family has moved there, where her parents grew up, in the hopes
of jogging her mother Vienna’s memory. Vienna can no longer remember anything past the age of thirteen, not even that she has two young daughters.
Gwyn’s father is obsessed with finding out everything he can to help his wife, but Gwyn’s focused on problems that seem a little more within her reach.
Like proving that the very strange Gaysie Cutter who lives next door is behind the disappearance of her only friend, Wilbur Truesdale. Gwyn is sure she
can crack the case, but when she does she finds that not all of her investigations lead her to the places she would have expected. In fact they might just lead
her to learn about the mother she’s been doing her best to forget…
An Unforgettable Day This beautiful, moving novel of mothers and daughters and the secrets they share will fill hearts with love and light this spring. If
you love Patricia Scanlan and Cathy Kelly's warm novels, you will adore Emma Hannigan's The Perfect Gift. 'A wonderful storyteller' Cathy Kelly
Happy Birthday, darling girl Ever since she can remember, Roisin has received a birthday card in the post. Signed with love from the birth mother she
has never met. Brought up by her adoptive parents, Keeley and Doug, Roisin has wanted for nothing. But on her thirtieth birthday a letter comes that
shakes her world. For Keeley, who's raised Roisin as her own, the letter reminds her of a secret she's been holding for thirty years. And for Nell, keeping
watch in the lighthouse, the past is a place she rarely goes. Until a young runaway arrives seeking shelter, and unwraps the gift of hope for them all
His Unforgettable Fiancee Chuckie is a young 9 year old and an only child living with his parents in a small town. Today is the dreaded day. Chuckie
wished would never come which is going on a camping trip in the mountains with his parents and favorite uncle. He is uncertain about the trip and
prefers visiting his grandparents’ farm in another state because he feels the camping trip will be totally boring and certainly a waste of his one day off for
fall break. Will the camping trip prove to be fun and filled with excitement and possibly change Chuckie’s mind about camping overnight? There are
many exciting activities planned that sound like fun including fishing and rewarding the one catching the first fish. Will Chuckie win even though he has
never gone fishing in his life? Read this novel to find out if Chuckie has a different idea about camping at the conclusion of the story.
One Unforgettable Year Sid, a Bihari kid, falls in love with Tapasya at a tender age when one has no idea what love is. ? Tapsaya starts caring for him
and his feelings at a time when she doesn’t care for herself. They become friends, but the sudden arrival of a mysterious someone creates
misunderstandings, and their friendship is ruined. However, when something comes from the heart, it slowly makes its way into your brain, and becomes
a relationship.? ? He knows her better than anyone – even better than her parents. He knows her taste in everything ¬– her favorite chocolates, deodorant
and even website … She knows everything about him too.? ? They lose touch during their summer vacation, but meet again by accident … here’s where
everything spirals out of control.? ? A storm washes everything away …? ? He says, “She is my Unforgettable Love… Beyond life and she will always be
there in my heart, alive …”?
The House by the Sea In her gripping debut novel, Lucy Atkins takes us on one woman's journey to the beautiful and rugged Pacific Northwest to
discover the dark secrets of her family's past so that she can understand and accept herself. Kal McKenzie was never close to her mother Elena, whose
coldness towards her spoiled any chance of a good relationship. When Elena dies of cancer, Kal feels forlorn: how do you mourn a mother who,
inexplicably, just didn't seem to love you? While clearing out Elena's art studio, Kal finds a drawer packed with postcards, each bearing an identical oneline message from a Canadian gallery owner named Susannah Gillespie: "Thinking of you." Who is this woman and might she hold the key to her ruined
relationship with her mother? Conflicted by her grief and shaken up from recently seeing a covetous text from an old girlfriend on her husband's cell
phone, Kal impulsively sets off with her toddler Finn to Susannah's home on a remote British Columbian island, a place of killer whales and storms. Soon
Kal quickly realizes she has made a big mistake. The striking and enigmatic Susannah will only share a few scraps of information about Elena. Kal
discovers that her mother was a pioneering orca researcher-an activist trying to save the powerful and dangerous creatures.
Unforgettable "I'm getting a life's lesson about grace from my mother in the ICU. We never stop learning from our mothers, do we?"
UNFORGETTABLE is a son's spirited, affecting, and inspiring tribute to his remarkable mother and the love between parent and child. When NPR's
Scott Simon began tweeting from his mother's hospital room in July 2013, he didn't know that his missives would soon spread well beyond his 1.2 million
Twitter followers. Squeezing the magnitude of his final days with her into 140-character updates, Simon's evocative and moving meditations spread
virally. Over the course of a few days, Simon chronicled his mother's death and reminisced about her life, revealing her humor and strength, and
celebrating familial love. UNFORGETTABLE, expands on those famous tweets to create a memoir that is rich, deeply affecting, heart-wrenching, and
exhilarating. His mother was a glamorous woman of the Mad Men–era; she worked in nightclubs, modeled, dated mobsters and movie stars, and was a
brave single parent to young Scott Simon. Spending their last days together in a hospital ICU, mother and son reflect on their lifetime's worth of
memories, recounting stories laced with humor and exemplifying resilience. UNFORGETTABLE is not only one man's rich and moving tribute to his
mother's colorful life and graceful death, it is also a powerful portrayal of the universal bond between mother and child.
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Unforgettable Love.. Beyond Life! 'The word-of-mouth success of lockdown . . . riveting, twisty, page-turning stuff' Guardian 'The page turner you've
been looking for. Sly, witty and gripping . . . I devoured it' Naomi Alderman 'An utter joy . . . wonderfully skilled' Sarah Perry 'Tender, creepy and
gripping' Sunday Times 'Spellbinding and spooky . . . a dazzling high wire act, superbly absorbing' Sunday Mirror When the eight-year-old daughter of
an Oxford College Master vanishes in the middle of the night, police turn to the Scottish nanny, Dee, for answers. As Dee looks back over her time in the
Master's Lodging - an eerie and ancient house - a picture of a high achieving but dysfunctional family emerges: Nick, the fiercely intelligent and powerful
father; his beautiful Danish wife Mariah, pregnant with their child; and the lost little girl, Felicity, almost mute, seeing ghosts, grieving her dead mother.
But is Dee telling the whole story? Is her growing friendship with the eccentric house historian, Linklater, any cause for concern? And most of all, why is
Felicity silent? Roaming Oxford's secret passages and hidden graveyards, Magpie Lane explores the true meaning of family - and what it is to be denied
one. 'Enthralling . . . creepy and compelling' The Times 'Deliciously dark' Alexandra Shulman 'A gorgeously satisfying triumph' Lucy Mangan 'A rare
thing . . . simply stunning' Daily Express 'I was gripped . . . highly original' Alex Clark 'Creepy, suspenseful' Independent 'One of the most intriguing
narrators since Notes on a Scandal' Sara Collins 'Grown-up and cleverly written . . . a dizzying sense of uncertainty' Literary Review 'Keeps you guessing
. . . a real sense of menace' Good Housekeeping 'Immensely satisfying' Cara Hunter 'Clever and creepy' Erin Kelly 'Wholly beguiling' Mick Herron
'Highly recommended' Louise Candlish 'Highly intelligent' Sarah Vaughan 'Sublime' Jo Spain 'Simply brilliant!' JP Delaney 'Darkly atmospheric' Jane
Fallon
Ghost Detectives: The Missing Dancer New York Times bestselling author Brenda Novak returns to Silver Springs, where no past mistake is so big the
heart can’t find a way to fix it. Jada Brooks couldn’t have known how her life would change when she fell for bad boy Maddox Richardson back in high
school. She couldn’t have known his troubled brother would leave hers forever crippled. Or that she’d be forced to shun Maddox completely—only to
discover she was carrying his child. Although Maddox was devastated by the events that transpired that fateful night, losing Jada was the worst of it. He’s
back in Silver Springs, ready to make amends and provide the kind of youth outreach that once saved him. If he’d known Jada was in town, too, he would
never have come. Jada has returned to Silver Springs to be with family after her father’s death. But when she sees Maddox, every tough decision she’s
made concerning their now twelve-year-old daughter begins to haunt her. Falling for him again is so tempting, but not only does she stand to alienate her
family—if he finds out about Maya, she could lose what matters most. Don’t miss Brenda Novak’s latest book, When I Found You!
Tahoe Tales of Historic Times & Unforgettable People Make Yourself Unforgettable tells readers how to become someone whom other people really want
to work with, work for, know, and help.
Elizabeth Is Missing One unforgettable story. One thousand unforgettable SAT vocabulary words. Alexa McCurry leads an ordinary teenager's life in
upstate New York—until she embarks on a summer adventure in Central America. While working at a potentially boring internship in a marine DNA lab,
she befriends a local boy, José, and a remarkable dolphin, Pecas. Together, Alexa and José uncover an ominous secret: Pecas' missing baby may be a
captive at a marine biology facility. In a riveting tale of intrigue, Alexa and José work to unravel the mystery—and lead the reader on a vocabularyexpanding adventure. The Marino Mission is a fun and painless way to master 1,000 tough SAT vocabulary words. Why spend all day looking at lists of
words and definitions when you can read a gripping page-turner that incorporates SAT vocabulary words right into the text? Even better, words are
defined at the bottom of each page so you don't have to flip to the back of the book to find definitions. Plus, self-tests at the end of the novel help you retain
what you learn and prepare for test day. Once you open up The Marino Mission, you'll hardly know you're studying at all!
Missing the Mark Ghost Detective: The Lost Dancer is brilliant for younger fans of the spy series The Gallagher Girls and also paranormal fiction. Girls
of 9+ will love the gentle romance, school friendships and thrilling detective case to be solved. The perfect series for aspiring tweens. Some ghosts are
haunted by their past . . . When Abi, Sarah , Hannah and Grace are visited by the ghost of a littl lost girl trying to dance one last time so that her spirit can
rest, they jump at the chance to help. But this Ghost Detective case seems to be shrouded in secrets and everywhere they look, people get upset. With clues
runing out, can the Ghost Detectives solve the mystery of the missing dancer? Emily Mason is an exciting new Irish author. Her previous book Ghost
Detective: The Lost Bride was her debut novel for Puffin. Emily has been a bookworm since she was little. She is now an editor and author but has yet to
see any ghosts herself
Prague an Unforgettable Tale of Betrayal and Redemption THE ROSE TATTOO SHE'D LOST HER PAST… DeLancey Jones was the Rose Tattoo's new
star chef, but her past had a few missing ingredients…like childhood. Her memories began at age fifteen, with a searing scene that made her afraid to
remember the rest. Now the woman who sheltered her is dead—and DeLancey must uncover her previous identity…. COULD HE FIND THEIR FUTURE?
Matthew Tanner's job—and gift—was solving mysteries that baffled the experts. But the closer he got to DeLancey, the more he feared the answers he
sought. At the heart of this mystery was a woman who stirred him as no one ever had. Did finding her past threaten their future?
Unforgettable Camping Trip “100 percent unforgettable.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Part mystery, part study of the human heart, and one
pierced with rays of hope.” —Booklist (starred review) “A big-hearted adventure about coming home.” —Publishers Weekly A ten-year-old girl is
determined to find her missing neighbor, but the answers lead her to places and people she never expected—and maybe even one she’s been running away
from—in this gorgeous debut novel that’s perfect for fans of The Thing About Jellyfish. Guinevere St. Clair is going to be a lawyer. She was the fastest girl
in New York City. She knows everything there is to know about the brain. And now that she’s living in Crow, Iowa, she wants to ride into her first day of
school on a cow named Willowdale Princess Deon Dawn. But Gwyn isn’t in Crow, Iowa, just for royal cows. Her family has moved there, where her
parents grew up, in the hopes of jogging her mother Vienna’s memory. Vienna can no longer remember anything past the age of thirteen, not even that
she has two young daughters. Gwyn’s father is obsessed with finding out everything he can to help his wife, but Gwyn’s focused on problems that seem a
little more within her reach. Like proving that the very strange Gaysie Cutter who lives next door is behind the disappearance of her only friend, Wilbur
Truesdale. Gwyn is sure she can crack the case, but when she does she finds that not all of her investigations lead her to the places she would have
expected. In fact they might just lead her to learn about the mother she’s been doing her best to forget…
Unforgettable A bid on passion All navy pilot Garrek Taylor ever wanted was to fly far from his family’s notorious past. But now, with his wings
temporarily clipped, the famous sextuplet is back in his Virginia hometown to live down a scandal and unload his family’s historical antebellum mansion.
His plan is sidetracked when he becomes the winning bidder at an auction for a date with Temptation’s most reluctant and gorgeous bachelorette. The
only child of a retired army colonel, Harper Presley is haunted by the secret that forced her return to the comfort of her Southern town. The
unconventional house restorer is mortified to be paired off with an infamous Taylor—until desire blindsides them. As a slow burn of passion heats to a
combustible connection, Garrek confronts a mistake that could end his military career. Can Harper help them both rebuild their lives…and build an
everlasting future?
The Conde Nast Traveler Book of Unforgettable Journeys: Volume II In this haunting, bracing new collection, Dan Chaon shares stories of men, women,
and children who live far outside the American Dream, while wondering which decision, which path, or which accident brought them to this place. Chaon
mines the psychological landscape of his characters to dazzling effect. Each story radiates with sharp humor, mystery, wonder, and startling compassion.
Among the Missing lingers in the mind through its subtle grace and power of language.
Among the Missing An accident stole her memory. A chance encounter brings it crashing back. Violet Niarchos can’t recall the affair that gave her a
child. But when she runs into Aidan Murphy, she knows the sexy bar owner is no stranger. He was her lover over one amazing weekend. He’s her baby’s
father. But will Aidan believe she truly forgot all they shared? Or that the high-class heiress is faking it to save her reputation?
The Unforgettable Guinevere St. Clair
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Free to Love: A Christian Romance Novel *The Top 10 Bestseller* 'A tender, heart-breaking, page-turning read' Rachel Hore 'The perfect combination
of page-turning thriller and deeply emotional family story. Superb.’ Nicola Cornick The new chilling and captivating novel from the bestselling author of
Richard & Judy pick The Secrets Between Us. When Edie’s mother-in-law, Anna DeLuca, dies, she is relieved. Edie blames Anna for the accident that
destroyed her family. So, when her will lures Edie to Sicily and the long-abandoned Villa della Madonna del Mare, she sees through Anna’s games.
Suspecting Anna is meddling from beyond the grave to try to reunite her and her ex-husband Joe, Edie is determined to leave Italy as soon as possible.
But before she can, the villa starts to shed its mysterious secrets. Who are the girls beside Anna in her childhood photos, and why has one of them been
scratched out? Why does someone, or something, want them to leave the past untouched? The villa is a place where old ghosts feel at home, but does their
legacy need to be laid to rest before Edie and Joe can move on Bestselling author Louise Douglas returns with a captivating, chilling and unforgettable tale
of betrayal, jealousy and the mysteries hidden in every family history. Praise for Louise Douglas: ‘Kept me guessing until the last few pages and the
explosive ending took my breath away.' C.L. Taylor, author of The Accident on Your Beautiful Lies ‘Beautifully written, chillingly atmospheric and
utterly compelling, The Secret by the Lake is Louise Douglas at her brilliant best’ Tammy Cohen, author of The Broken ‘A master of her craft, Louise
Douglas ratchets up the tension in this haunting and exquisitely written tale of buried secrets and past tragedy.’ Amanda Jennings, author of Sworn
Secret ‘A clammy, atmospheric and suspenseful novel, it builds in tension all the way through to the startling final pages.’ Sunday Express, S Magazine
What readers are saying about The House By The Sea: 'The House by the Sea is a new favorite book of mine! I adored the heck out of this book and I'm
so glad I read it' 'This book entirely consumed me from its opening pages until I reluctantly reached the final page.' 'I really loved this book – it’s an
enthralling story, haunting in its every detail, so beautifully written. The character development is quite exceptional – and the whole book had an
unforgettable impact. Highly, highly recommended.' 'Beautifully written tale filled with suspense and intrigue. Louise Douglas always gets the thumbs up
from me.' 'Definite page turner! Well written with a good use of vocabulary. Kept me on the edge of my seat.' 'Douglas is a master storyteller and really
kept my attention from the start. I enjoyed the mysterious component and the suspenseful romance in the story. I highly recommend this book.'
'Beautifully written, I was transported to Sicily and swept up in the story of Edie and Joe'
The Perfect Gift An Unforgettable Day reflects a family's emotional rollercoaster day after a massive snowstorm unexpectedly shuts down the local
school. The read becomes an excellent teaching moment for parents concerning their child's safety and the importance of good communication.
Excitement accelerates as Lang's two young daughters, Patti and Tresie, quickly develop a plan with friends to build a snow fort on the golf course across
the street. Their goal was for No One to EVER find their castle, including their mother, as they were unwilling to give up their secret. However, their
dream turns into a disaster as the fort collapses and buries the four children. Not only was the tunnel filled with snow, but the entire room, as well. Facing
life and death danger, Patti takes command by trying to calm the kids. "Try not to cry, or panic, we have to conserve air. I'm sure when we don't show up
for lunch, mom will come and find us." Patti prayed, but inside she was frightened to death and knew her mother had no idea of where to look. The four
children pushed and pushed on the hard snow, but to no avail as their fright turned into terror. Almost as a premonition, panic set in Mrs. Lang's mind
when the children failed to show for lunch. Immediately she sent her eldest daughter, Julie to search for the missing children, but in a short time returned
without them. Now, fearful she immediately calls Mr. Lang, their son, Thad, and Danny's mothers to alert them. Soon, the entire neighborhood became
involved by forming a search party. After successive attempts to find the missing children, FEAR becomes paramount as a feeling of hopelessness spreads
throughout. As an ACT from God, the family dog, Casey, shows up and began searching for her favorite cushion that Tresie had taken from their home to
use in the fort. Casey becomes the HERO by saving the children on this Unforgettable Day. CASEY had quickly changed the search party's emotions
from FEAR and HOPELESSNESS to HOPE and LOVE by creating the possibilities of "Good things happening." What a DAY! Throughout, the
children's book, An Unforgettable Day, the narrative of family love, teamwork, and especially the Lang's adorable dog, Casey, resonates with an array of
emotions.
The Marino Mission: One Girl, One Mission, One Thousand Words The last woman Samuel Bishop expected to have in his arms was his ex-wife. Left
with amnesia from an accident, Laura had no memory of their bitter divorce. In her mind, she and the business tycoon were still newlyweds. With her
ready to pick up where she thought their scorching-hot marriage had left off, he couldn't turn her down. But soon Bishop realized he was playing with
fire. He wanted to reclaim the wedded bliss this Laura had shown him, but what would happen when her memory returned? And what would happen if it
didn't?
Unforgettable New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the
trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York
as both a place and an idea.
Albemarle Archives Eleven-year-old Vasya Andrejevich Gergiev was abandoned by his mother and left at a Polish orphanage. Tomek Markovic adopts
the boy and the two move to Prague. But Markovic is not what he seems. He is a pedophile and part of an organization that supplies children to wealthy
clients in Europe. Vasya undergoes the horrendous transformation of becoming a child prostitute, suffering abuse from clients and Markovic himself.
Yuri Seminkov, an undercover police officer, infiltrates the organization, acting as an accountant. Seminkov arranges the purchase and sale of the
children while obtaining evidence to dismantle the prostitution ring and put its monsters behind bars. Witness to - and powerless to stop - the children s
training sessions, Seminkov arranges to have Vasya stay in his room. Pretending to have the same sick appetites as the men he works for, Seminkov is able
to offer the boy small respites from his living hell. Vasya approaches a man in the streets of Prague, as he s trained to do. Philip Page, a reputable
businessman decides to take the boy back to his hotel and to his wife, Jennifer, in order to provide a means of escape for Vasya. The couple smuggle Vasya
out of Prague, but Markovic is not about to give up his prized possession easily. As Philip and Jennifer attempt to give Vasya a normal life, his captors will
track their every move. As this cat and mouse game plays itself out, everyone will discover a dark secret that threatens to destroy them all. Morgan Bruce
is an author, musician and educator.
Amnesiac Ex, Unforgettable Vows HOW DO YOU SOLVE A MYSTERY WHEN YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE CLUES? In this darkly riveting debut
novel—a sophisticated psychological mystery that is also an heartbreakingly honest meditation on memory, identity, and aging—an elderly woman
descending into dementia embarks on a desperate quest to find the best friend she believes has disappeared, and her search for the truth will go back
decades and have shattering consequences. Maud, an aging grandmother, is slowly losing her memory—and her grip on everyday life. Yet she refuses to
forget her best friend Elizabeth, whom she is convinced is missing and in terrible danger. But no one will listen to Maud—not her frustrated daughter,
Helen, not her caretakers, not the police, and especially not Elizabeth’s mercurial son, Peter. Armed with handwritten notes she leaves for herself and an
overwhelming feeling that Elizabeth needs her help, Maud resolves to discover the truth and save her beloved friend. This singular obsession forms a
cornerstone of Maud’s rapidly dissolving present. But the clues she discovers seem only to lead her deeper into her past, to another unsolved
disappearance: her sister, Sukey, who vanished shortly after World War II. As vivid memories of a tragedy that occurred more fifty years ago come
flooding back, Maud discovers new momentum in her search for her friend. Could the mystery of Sukey’s disappearance hold the key to finding
Elizabeth?
One Unforgettable Kiss Accra private investigator Emma Djan's first missing persons case will lead her to the darkest depths of the email scams and
fetish priests in Ghana, the world's Internet capital. When her dreams of rising through the Accra police ranks like her late father crash around her,
26-year-old Emma Djan is unsure what will become of her career. Through a sympathetic former colleague, Emma gets an interview with a private
detective agency that takes on cases of missing persons, theft, and infidelity. It’s not the future she imagined, but it’s her best option. Meanwhile, Gordon
Tilson, a middle-aged widower in Washington, DC, has found solace in an online community after his wife’s passing. Through the support group, he’s
even met a young Ghanaian widow he’s come to care about. When her sister gets into a car accident, he sends her thousands of dollars to cover the
hospital bill—to the horror of his only son, Derek. Then Gordon decides to surprise his new love by paying her a visit—and disappears. Fearing for his
father’s life, Derek follows him across the world to Ghana, Internet capital of the world, where he and Emma will find themselves deep in a world of
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Deep Love Unforgettable A “haunting meditation on trust, hope and love” by a woman who adopts and trains a Golden Retriever puppy to become a
search-and-rescue dog (People). In the wake of the Oklahoma City bombing, Susannah Charleson’s attention was caught by a newspaper photograph of a
canine handler, his exhausted face buried in the fur of his search-and-rescue dog. Susannah, a dog lover and pilot with search experience herself, was so
moved by the image that she decided to volunteer with a local canine team, plunging herself into an astonishing new world. While the team worked long
hours for nonexistent pay and often heart-wrenching results, Charleson discovered the joy of working in partnership with a canine friend and the
satisfaction of using their combined skills to help her fellow human beings. Once she qualified to train a dog of her own, Charleson adopted Puzzle—a
smart, spirited Golden Retriever puppy who exhibited unique aptitudes as a working dog, but was a bit less interested in the role of compliant house pet.
Scent of the Missing is the story of Charleson’s adventures with Puzzle as they search for a lost teen; an Alzheimer’s patient wandering in the cold; and
signs of the crew amid the debris of the space shuttle Columbia disaster—all while unraveling the mystery of the bond between humans and dogs. “A
riveting view of both the human animal bond and the training of search and rescue dogs. All dog lovers and people interested in training service dogs
should read this book.” —Temple Grandin, author of Animals Make Us Human
The Ultimate Betrayal Read this classic, passionate romance from USA TODAY bestselling author Michelle Reid, now available for the first time in ebook! A marriage in crisis… “I never meant to do it… she was just there when I needed someone…” Rachel and Daniel had three adorable children and a
strong marriage—or so Rachel had always believed. But her happy life was shattered when she was told that Daniel had been having an affair. Then she
realized that they’d been growing apart for years. Rachel wants so much to save her marriage—but is it too late? Can she ever forgive Daniel, if he has
committed the ultimate betrayal? Originally published in 1995
Scent of the Missing Free to Love is the first Christian Romance book in the Inspiration Point series and begins the story of Julie Petersen's struggle to
escape from a controlling mother and the clutches of a rich controlling fiance who won't stop at anything to make her his wife. This story highlights Julie's
journey to freedom, her hopes, her struggles, and her achievements as she trusts God to help her grow. In this first book, Julie Petersen escapes James,
her soon to be fiancé, and her mother, who tries to make Julie conform to the lifestyle of the rich. She leaves home under cover of darkness with nothing
more than a handful of clothes, little money to her name, and a strong faith that God will help her survive. During her journey, she meets Mark, a
handsome man who touches her heart with his helpfulness and genuine concern for her well being. But before their relationship can blossom, disasters
strikes when her fiancé tracks her down and changes the course of her life. Mark is a resident of Newport Beach who still suffers from the sting of being
dumped by his ex-fiancé. Refusing to give up on love, he hopes to find the right Christian woman to settle down with someday. Mark bumps into Julie at
his favorite hangout, Inspiration Point, and is instantly attracted to her. Julie goes missing and now he must figure a way to rescue her from her crazy
fiancé who has kidnapped her. Can he rescue Julie in time and profess his love for her? Or will he be too late and miss out on marrying the love of his life?
Other titles in the Inspirational Point series: -Unforgettable Love: Book #2
One Unforgettable Weekend The Bible speaks of a time unparallel to any other-The Time of Jacob's Trouble or The Great Tribulation. Mainstream
Christianity teaches the restrainer that is ascribed to holding back the powers of darkness is the Holy Spirit and since the Holy Spirit resides in them, they
believe that they will be removed from the earth in rapture. Only then will Anti-Messiah appear. Missing the Mark: How and Why Mainstream
Christianity Will Be Deceived in the Last Days, the first book in a series, uses biblical references to prove that not only is it scripturally inaccurate to
believe a select few will be removed from the Earth in a rapture, it is unnecessary. Author Susan Mahoney reveals the true restrainer and explains why
the Church is under heavy spiritual darkness. Using a strong Scriptural foundation and hard facts of recent history,Mahoney reasons under this cover of
this darkness, Satan has already constructed the outline of the one-world system and prepared the citizens of the earth for the unveiling of his man.
The Unforgettable Guinevere St. Clair A man saves the life of a woman who has no memory of her identity—and may be a dangerous criminal—in this
steamy, mesmerizing tale of romantic suspense A volunteer with the Maui search and rescue team, Greg Braxton is training a greyhound under the
extreme conditions of a lightning storm when he finds an unconscious woman in a car at the bottom of a cliff. When she awakens, she doesn’t know who
she is or what she was doing in a treacherous rainforest in the middle of a raging storm. Nothing about the woman makes sense. She has the face of an
angel but was found dressed in tawdry clothing, wearing a dead woman’s shoe. Is she an innocent victim, or a cunning criminal hiding behind amnesia?
Greg takes to calling her “Lucky” because she’s lucky to be alive, but no matter how much Greg comes to admire and desire the woman he saved, he
can’t give her back her past. With the law closing in, Lucky and Greg must discover her true identity before someone else—someone obsessed with
her—finds her first.
Unforgettable Night It’s a novel that can be best described as a fantasy and love story woven around colonial American history and the twenty-first
century. The main character, Jim Arnot, is a computer programmer who works for a company in the state of Maine. After running into some health
issues, he decides to take a vacation to Salem, Massachusetts. There, he has an unexpected heart attack and he dreams that he travels back in time to the
Salem witch trials of 1692. Shortly thereafter, he realizes Leila was nothing more than the spectra of his imagination, so he turns his attention to Dee Ann
Nicewell, the nurse who saves his life. Anyway, as fate would have it, after being smitten by her absolutely stunning beauty, he lives one of the most
memorable years of his life until tragedy strikes. An automobile accident takes her life, and when that happens, Jim turns to her sister, Sarah, for support
in his time of grief. From there, a deep, everlasting bond is made between them, and that paves the way for a brand new chapter in his life.
Make Yourself Unforgettable 'From the very first page I was drawn in, hook, line and sinker' Amazon reviewer The bestselling noir thriller about the
lengths a mother will go to protect her child. Perfect for fans of While My Eyes Were Closed and The Widow. The loss of her mother has left Kali
McKenzie with too many unanswered questions. But while clearing out Elena's art studio, she finds a drawer packed with postcards, each bearing an
identical one-line message from a Canadian gallery owner called Susannah Gillespie: thinking of you. Who is this woman and what does she know about
Elena's hidden past? Desperate to find out, Kali travels with her toddler, Finn, to Susannah's isolated home on a remote British Columbian island, a place
of killer whales and storms. But as bad weather closes in, Kali quickly realises she has made a big mistake. The enigmatic Susannah refuses to talk about
the past, and as Kali struggles to piece together what happened back in the 1970s, Susannah's behaviour grows more and more erratic. Most worrying of
all, Susannah is becoming increasingly preoccupied with little Finn . . . **Enjoyed The Missing One? The new novel from the inimitable Lucy Atkins, The
Night Visitor, is available now!**
Simply Unforgettable We all know someday we wouldn't be here anymore. Not necessarily dying but we won't be where we are forever. We will move on
someday. We might leave our positions for someone to occupy. We might even take the final bow out of life. When that day comes, most of us wouldn't
like to go like the flicker--without a trace. We would like to leave behind something that says "we were here." We would like to be remembered and
somehow, we all would like to be missed. In Unforgettable, Nesta Jojoe Erskine walks you through the subtle art of leaving a trace on the grounds that you
walk. Drawing on the amazing life stories and lessons of people who have been able to leave their mark, Nesta exposes the forgotten little things in life one
has to do to leave a mark on the hearts of people they have dealings with. In the end, you'll realize that you don't have to be Dr. Kwame Nkrumah or
Mother Teresa or Martin Luther King Jr. before you can leave a mark. Your life, however brief it may be, if it's lived well, you too can leave your mark
and be Unforgettable.
Absolutely Unforgettable Parties! Another spellbinding trip around the globe with some of today's most celebrated writers and journalists Condé Nast
Traveler is the preeminent travel magazine in the United States, boasting a readership of 3.5 million. This second collection of the award-winning
magazine's best travel writings, includes essays by luminaries such as, Robert Hughes, Russell Banks, E. L. Doctorow, André Aciman, Pico Iyer, and Edna
O'Brien. As the world becomes smaller and ever more accessible, interest in travel writing is only growing greater. So whether readers are preparing for
their own journeys or just indulging in an armchair adventure, this new volume of The Condé Nast Traveler Book of Unforgettable Journeys will open
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The Missing One This manuscript is a collection of short stories that were originally prepared as part of a radio program that began in the early 1980’s as
a summer informational and educational program for Tahoe area residents and visitors. Between 1982 and 1985, the author presented over a hundred live
radio features about Tahoe’s history and the environment over Tahoe radio station KTHO. Lane returned to the radio airways in 1995, this time with
Tahoe radio station KOWL-AM-1490, and has since broadcast over 3000 radio tales: “Don Lanes Tales of Tahoe.” The book is a distinctive collection of
short stories about the colorful people, the characters, the dreamers and schemers that lived and worked in and around Lake Tahoe and the Sierras
during the pioneer days of the Gold Rush and during the Comstock Yearspeople like Mark Twain, Joaquin Murrieta, and Lola Montez. It is also a
collection of true stories about the unheralded pioneer men and women that were in their own simple way, inspiring. There are also tales about historic
events in our region’s diverse history and off-beat tales about ghosts, bandits and even about true love. The collection of tales weaves serious history with
light-hearted stories without editorializing or fictionalizing by the author, as the emphasis has been on historical integrity and authenticity. The stories
have been gathered from historical journals, diaries, museum collections, archives and history records. The stories are both entertaining and educational,
and hopefully will provide insight into a time long past, and provide a greater awareness and appreciation for the people that have been forgotten over the
years as time has passed by.
New York Magazine Twenty-three party themes for all seasons and occasions. Each party plan tells how to do it, gives food suggestions with recipes,
reproducible party game papers, checklists and invitations.
Magpie Lane Her million-dollar mystery man… Sheriff Grace Delaney's last case is a handsome stranger suffering from amnesia. She agrees to help him
uncover his memory, but when his identity is revealed as multimillionaire playboy Jackson Hawke, Grace must swap the safety of her small town for the
bright lights of Las Vegas and pretend she's his latest conquest! Grace soon finds herself falling, not for the millionaire, but the man she's come to know.
But when Jackson's memory returns, will he forget her…or make her dreams a reality?
The Missing One BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Mary Balogh's The Secret Mistress. New York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh
returns to the seductive world she knows so well–Regency England–in a new novel filled with her trademark wit, sensuality, and breathtaking storytelling.
With this, the first in a dazzling new quartet of novels, Balogh invites us into a special world–a select academy for young ladies– a world of innocence and
temptation. Drawing us into the lives of four women, teachers at Miss Martin’s School for Girls, Balogh introduces this novel’s marvelous heroine: music
teacher Frances Allard–and the man who seduces her with a passion no woman could possibly forget.… They meet in a ferocious snowstorm. She is a
young teacher with a secret past. He is the cool, black-caped stranger who unexpectedly comes to her rescue. Between these two unlikely strangers, desire
is instantaneous…and utterly impossible to resist. Stranded together in a rustic country inn, Lucius Marshall, who is the Viscount Sinclair, and Frances
Allard share a night of glorious, unforgettable passion. But Frances knows her place–and it is far from the privileged world of the sensual aristocrat. Due
to begin her teaching position at Miss Martin’s School in Bath, Frances must try to forget that one extraordinary night–and the man who touched her
with such exquisite tenderness and abandon. But Frances cannot hide forever. And when fate once again throws them together, Lucius refuses to take no
for an answer. If Frances will not be his wife, he will make her his mistress. So begins an odyssey fraught with intrigue, one that defies propriety and
shocks the straitlaced ton. For Lucius’s passionate, single-minded pursuit is about to force Frances to give up all her secrets–except one–to win the heart
of the man she already loves. Once again this incomparable storyteller captures a time and a place like no other. And in Lucius and Frances, Mary Balogh
gives us her most unlikely lovers yet–a nobleman in search of the perfect wife and an unconventional woman willing to risk everything for an
unforgettable love.
Unforgettable Publishers Weekly say: "[A]n ingenious and sympathetic hero who earns readers’ goodwill and expectations for a strong ongoing series."
Out of sight, out of mind. In the near future, a fluke of quantum mechanics renders Nat Morgan utterly forgettable. No one can remember he exists for
more than a minute after he's gone. It's a useful ability for his career as a CIA agent, even if he has to keep reminding his boss that he exists. Nat's attempt
to steal a quantum chip prototype is thwarted when a former FSB agent, Yelena Semyonova, attempts to steal the same technology for the Russion mob.
Along with a brilliant Iranian physicist who wants to defect, Nat and Yelena must work together to stop a ruthless billionaire from finishing a quantum
supercomputer that will literally control the fate of the world. About Unforgettable: "[A]n ingenious and sympathetic hero who earns readers’ goodwill
and expectations for a strong ongoing series."—Publishers Weekly "The strongest section of the novel follows Morgan’s childhood and the difficulties of
navigating a world in which he effectively doesn’t exist."—Booklist "In addition to telling a great adventure tale, Stone explores what it means to belong to
a community, the nature of free will and the importance of autonomy."—The Dailey News of Galveston County About the work of Eric James Stone:
“[O]ne of the most interesting writers of the decade. . . .”—Encyclopedia of Science Fiction “The author creates a clever plot and characters worth rooting
for, all leading to an exciting climax.”—Tangent Online “This one has the feel of a classic . . . a must read.”—SF Site
The Missing American On the anniversary of their wedding, Little San performed well with his poor acting skills. Facing the criticism of the crowd and
the indifference of his husband, Su Mei's heart was like dying embers. Three years of marriage was like three years of imprisonment. Chu Mingyuan's
appearance was like a ray of light, carrying Su Mo away from the darkness. After all, they had met in university with unforgettable feelings Before he met
the right person, all he had done was pass by them casually
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